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TRICKY
Josh Stallings

Fiction/Police Procedural/Neurodiverse
Publication Date: January 19, 2021
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Trade paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709198
Rights: World, audio

"A finely crafted novel. Noirishly hard-boiled, the book is much more than a police procedural; it’s an exploration
of some serious themes, such as personal redemption and the societal prejudices against the disabled."—Booklist
"Punk-rock poet Josh Stallings has written an intense new crime novel about the power of people to change. A
moral tour-de-force that explores essential questions of reform and justice, Tricky is not to be missed."
—CrimeReads (Named one of “10 Novels You Should Read This January”)
"A witty, gritty love letter to Los Angeles... Stallings manages to entertain while advocating for criminal justice
reform and calling out unexamined societal biases.”—Mystery Scene
"TRICKY blew me away. Stallings has written a gritty, vibrant, riotously entertaining crime novel filled with
unforgettable and deeply human characters."
―Lou Berney, Edgar Award-winning author of NOVEMBER ROAD
"Stallings makes Madsen a well-rounded lead, even as he keeps the reader guessing. Those looking for an
alternative to standard police procedural whodunits will be rewarded." ―Publishers Weekly

Does your past define you forever? That's the question LAPD homicide detective Niels Madsen must
answer after he gets in the middle of a standoff between two uniformed officers and Cisco, an
intellectually disabled man. Cisco is found armed and standing over the body of a man with Down
syndrome. Cisco swears the dead man was his good friend, and he didn’t hurt him, but in his earlier
life, Cisco had been gang member, a brilliant and brutal killer. After he was badly beaten, brain injuries
left him him―if he is to be believed―with the intellectual intelligence of a child. Madsen's search for
the truth leads him through the special needs community, East LA gang life, and pits him up against
the corrupt LA Sheriff’s Department. More than a police procedural, Tricky explores questions of
human nature: Whether a man can change, for better or worse, and whether redemption is possible.

Josh Stallings' Moses McGuire trilogy found itself on over fourteen best of the year lists, and YOUNG
AMERICANS was nominated for the Lefty and Anthony awards. His short fiction has appeared in Beat
To A Pulp, Protectors Anthology 1 and 2, Blood and Tacos, Crime Factory, and Muder-A-Go-Go.
TRICKY was written in honor of his son, Dylan, who is intellectually disabled. Find him at
joshstallings.com and on Twitter @Josh_Stallings.
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A CAT ON THE CASE
A Witch Cats of Cambridge Mystery
Clea Simon

Fiction/Mystery/Cozy
Publication Date: March 2, 2021
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709Rights Available: World

"Entertaining... Fans of talking cat cozies will have fun." ―Publishers Weekly
"Cat-lovers, even if not fans of the paranormal, will be enchanted by the feline trio." ―Booklist
"Simon expertly casts suspicion on one member of her tiny human cast after another...for readers
who want all cats, all the time." ―Kirkus Reviews

The new book in the bewitching
Witch Cats of Cambridge series!
When a panicked stranger shows up at Charm and Cherish, Becca Colwin feels compelled to
help. But when that stranger then disappears, leaving behind her heirloom violin the aspiring
witch detective is drawn further into a web of deceit and intrigue complicated by a history
that only Becca’s three magical cats truly understand.

Before turning to a life of crime (fiction), Clea Simon was a journalist. Starting as a rock critic, she ended up
writing about books and other arts. A native of New York, she came to Massachusetts to attend Harvard
University, from which she graduated with high honors, and never left. The author of three nonfiction
books and seven mysteries, she lives with her husband, the writer Jon S. Garelick, and their cat, Musetta.
She is the author of two Witch Cats of Cambridge mysteries: A Spell of Murder and An Incantation of Cats.
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CHILDREN OF CHICAGO
Cynthia Pelayo
Fiction/Thriller/Horror
Publication Date: March 9, 2021
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 336 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-20-4
Rights Available: World

ONE OF THE “SUMMER READS GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOUR
HEART THUMP AND SKIN CRAWL”
―The New York Times
ONE OF THE "MUST-READ BOOKS FOR SUMMER 2021"
―Chicago Tribune
“Pelayo masterfully ratchets up the tension and the scares. Robert McCammon fans will be pleased.”
—Publishers Weekly (Starred)
"With superior worldbuilding, a relentless pace, a complex heroine, and a harrowing story that preys
off of current events as much as its well-developed monster, this is a stellar horror novel that fires on
all cylinders, from the first page through to its horrible conclusion."
—Library Journal (Starred)
"A love story to Chicago, particularly the Latinx community, weaving history, culture, and landmarks
into the fabric of the story until the city practically breathes. Pelayo's dark, reimagined fairy tale will
have readers leaving their lights on long after they’ve turned the last page."—Booklist
This horrifying retelling of the Pied Piper fairytale set in present-day Chicago is an edge of your seat,
chills up the spine, thrill ride. When Detective Lauren Medina sees the calling card at a murder scene
in Chicago’s Humboldt Park neighborhood, she knows the Pied Piper has returned. When another
teenager is brutally murdered at the same lagoon where her sister’s body was found floating years
before, she is certain that the Pied Piper is not just back, he’s looking for payment he’s owed from her.
Lauren’s torn between protecting the city she has sworn to keep safe, and keeping a promise she made
long ago with her sister’s murderer. She may have to ruin her life by exposing her secrets and lies to
stop the Pied Piper before he collects.
Cynthia "Cina" Pelayo is the author of LOTERIA, SANTA MUERTE, THE MISSING, and POEMS OF MY NIGHT, all of
which have been nominated for International Latino Book Awards. POEMS OF MY NIGHT was also nominated for an
Elgin Award. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, a Master of Science in Marketing, a Master of Fine Arts in
Writing, and is a Doctoral Candidate in Business Psychology. Cina was raised in inner city Chicago, where she lives
with her husband and children. Find her online at www.cinapelayo.com and on Twitter @cinapelayo
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AT THE END OF THE WORLD,
TURN LEFT
Zhanna Slor

Fiction/Thriller
Publication Date: April 20, 2021
$25.99 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709204
Rights available: World, audio

"It's rare to find a debut mystery crafted with such elegance and authenticity."―NPR
"This wonderful debut is a match for patrons who enjoyed Zadie Smith’s White Teeth or Rachel Zhong’s
Goodbye, Vitamin” ―Booklist (Starred)
NOTABLE MENTION "THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR" ―CRIMEREADS
A riveting debut novel from an unforgettable new voice that is one both
literary, suspenseful, and a compelling story about identity and how you define home.
Masha remembers her childhood in the former USSR, but found her life and heart in Israel. Anna
was just an infant when her family fled, but yearns to find her roots. When Anna is contacted by a
stranger from their homeland and then disappears, Masha is called home to Milwaukee to find
her.
In 2008, college student Anna feels stuck in Milwaukee, with no real connections and parents who
stifle her artistic talents. She is eager to have a life beyond the heartland. When she’s contacted
online by a stranger from their homeland—a girl claiming to be her long lost sister—Anna suspects
a ruse or an attempt at extortion. But her desperate need to connect with her homeland convinces
her to pursue the connection. At the same time, a handsome grifter comes into her life, luring her
with the prospect of a nomadic lifestyle.
Masha lives in Israel, where she went on Birthright and unexpectedly found home. When Anna
disappears without a trace, Masha’s father calls her back to Milwaukee to help find Anna. In her
former home, Masha immerses herself in her sister’s life—which forces her to recall the life she,
too, had left behind, and to confront her own demons. What she finds in her search for Anna will
change her life, and her family, forever.
Zhanna Slor was born in the former Soviet Union and moved to the Midwest in the early 1990s. She has a master’s degree in
Writing and Publishing from DePaul University, and has been published in many literary magazines, including Ninth Letter,
Bellevue Literary Review, Tusculum Review, Midwestern Gothic, Another Chicago Magazine, and five times in Michigan
Quarterly Review, one of which received an honorary mention in Best American Essays 2014. She lives in Milwaukee with her
husband and daughter.
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WHILE NOBODY WAS WATCHING
Michelle Dunne
Fiction/International Crime
Publication Date: May 11, 2021
$16.95/$21.95 CAN • Trade Paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-39-6
Rights Available: World (excl. UK), Audio

"An engrossing psychological thriller." ―Booklist
“A page-turning thriller debut from someone who knows the world’s trouble spots close up.
Michelle Dunne is the real deal.” ―bestselling author Cathy Kelly
A semi-inflated football and a curious little girl.
They called it peacekeeping. For Corporal Lindsey Ryan it was anything but. It’s been three years
since that bright day in the Golan Heights and the explosion which killed two and changed the
survivors forever.

Now Lindsey deals with the many problems of the city’s troubled youth, to distract her from her own.
But as damp days turn to night the kids return home, or somewhere like it, and she returns to her own
private war. One that exists solely for her.
Certain that she’s being watched and certain that she’s losing her mind, Lindsey battles with the demons
of post traumatic stress, while a very real threat edges ever closer until she finds herself face to face with
someone who wants nothing more than to finally help her to die. And it’s the last person she ever could have
seen coming.
While Nobody is Watching delves into the dark world of PTSD and a battle scarred soldier struggling to
find a place in her new world. Set in Cork City, this urban Irish feminist psychological thriller features a
female Irish army veteran suffering from PTSD. Stalker meets military veteran, and her ex-service dog
in a side of Ireland that few see.

During her time in the army, Michelle went from recruit, to infantry soldier, to Peacekeeper with the
UN, to instructor back home in Ireland. She now lives in the harbor town of Cobh with her husband
and daughter and a large cast of characters waiting to make their way onto paper. Visit her at
www.michelledunnebooks.com and follow her at @NotDunneYet.
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LAST SEEN
Kent Harrington

Fiction/Mystery
Publication Date: May 18, 2020
$26.99/$35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-949993-92-1
Rights Available: World English
Phenomenal praise for LAST FERRY HOME
“LAST FERRY HOME is standout work...satisfying twists and reveals and sharply drawn characters...a
surfeit of details that fans of the genre will savor.” ―San Francisco Chronicle
"A haunting tale of loss…Harrington uses his trademark narrative jumps to heighten the suspense in this
long-awaited return to his dark hometown turf." ―Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)
"A powerful, well-wrought psychological thriller." ―Booklist (Starred Review)
"Strong, hard-edged stuff by a writer in complete control of the narrative…a tough and thoughtful novel
about grief and its consequences." ―Kirkus Reviews
Detective Michael O’Higgins and Detective Marvin Lee In August, San Francisco is a cold beauty...and the
perfect place for a killer targeting young women visiting the Bay Area. The latest victim is Emma Barre, a
deaf French teenager. Emma is also brilliant and due to enter one of France’s best universities. But Emma,
just seventeen, has disappeared while visiting the City’s famous Pier 39 with her parents.
The extremely well known and heavily visited tourist attraction is the site of all the killer’s previous
abductions. Somehow, this psychopath is able to spirit his victims away despite the attraction being full of
visitors from all over the world. Her only hope is troubled SFPD Detective Michael O'Higgins, currently
taking Acid as part of an experimental program for PSTD patients. but can O'Higgins see clearly enough to
track down an elusive killer, or will mind-altering substances prevent him from doing his sworn duty?
As O'Higgins closes in, he will come face-to-face with both the trauma that ruptured his own life, and a
killer hell-bent on ending that of a young girl. LAST SEEN is a riveting novel of suspense that packs an
emotional wallop--think Fellini meets Elmore Leonard with a soundtrack by Nina Simone. Buckle up…
Kent Harrington is the author of numerous acclaimed novels, including Last Ferry Home, the first Michael
O’Higgins novel, The Good Physician, which was named as one of the best novels of the last ten years by
Booklist, Dark Ride, Dia de los Muertos, and The American Boys. Visit him at www.kentharrington.com.
best novel of the year. He lives in Northern California. You can visit him at dwbuffa.net.
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SIRENS OF MEMORY
Puja Guha

Fiction/Thriller
Publication Date: June 15, 2021
$16.99/$21.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 352 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-37-2
Rights Available: World, audio

"Harrowing and transportive, SIRENS OF MEMORY is an emotional tale of the strength we find in facing
our own trauma and the beauty in rejecting victimhood. Fans of multicultural suspense and stories of
women reclaiming their power should enjoy this unique and vivid journey."
―Andrea Bartz, author of THE LOST NIGHT and THE HERD
“A tense and touching exploration of domestic abuse set against the backdrop of Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait.
I was frantically turning the pages to learn what had happened to Miriam and if she gets to keep her hard
won freedom.”―Cate Holahan, USA Today bestselling author of HER THREE LIVES
“A pulse-pounding race for the safety they'd fought so hard to win once already. Guha writes with authority
and grace, intrepidly tackling life's harshest realities and warmest hopes in this tour-de-force
thriller.” ―Jamie Mason, author of THE HIDDEN THINGS
“An absorbing, well-crafted choice for fans of global thrillers, Mariam’s story is a dangerous journey to
empowerment that shifts between harrowing flashbacks of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and her struggle to
reclaim herself, even as Tareq’s obsession looms.” ―Booklist

Mariam is pregnant and fleeing an abusive marriage as the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait begins. Leaving
her husband for dead, she crosses the border and is evacuated with the help of Raj, using the
identity of his dead wife so that she can be issued Indian papers.
Twenty-five years later, Mariam is still living under the identity of Raj’s Indian wife in the US. In an
attempt to put her past to rest, she attends an event commemorating the anniversary of the invasion
at the Kuwaiti embassy, where she is spotted by a miraculously still alive Tareq, who had believed
her to have been killed in the invasion. Angry and obsessed, he begins planning his revenge. The
confrontation that follows allows Mariam to make peace with her old identity and her past as a
victim once and for all.
Puja Guha was born into a family of acclaimed Indian architects, and after graduating from the University of
Pennsylvania she completed her Master's degree in public policy at Sciences Po and the London School of
Economics. Today, she works as an independent consultant on international development programs - primarily in
Africa and South Asia. She is also the author of the Ahirman Legacy series. Puja has lived in Kuwait, Toronto, Paris,
London, and several American cities including New York, Washington DC, Philadelphia, and San Francisco. She
currently resides in the Denver area. Find her online at: pujaguha.com and on Twitter @GuhaPuja.
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THE PRIVILEGE
D.W. Buffa

Fiction/Thriller
Publication Date: June 22, 2021
$27.99/$35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 368 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-949993-97-6
Rights Available: World
Praise for the novels of D.W. Buffa
“Buffa's characters are compelling; the dialogue authentic and well crafted. With the current political
upheaval, Buffa’s newest novel hits home in more ways than one. The author draws on his own experience
as a criminal defense attorney to render realistic courtroom proceedings. Highly recommended for lovers of
legal and political thrillers.” ―Library Journal (Starred Review)
"Expect NECESSITY to appear on numerous “Best of” lists, both because of and in spite of what it is.
One cannot walk away from a Buffa novel without feeling educated to at least some extent and entertained
to the fullest.” ―Bookreporter
"In the grand tradition of courtroom thrillers, there’s a whopper of a reveal as the last witness is called. Fans
of political thrillers and courtroom dramas, as well as those who can’t get enough of the latest headlines, will
race through this one.” ―Booklist
Joseph Antonelli, who never lost a case he should have won and won nearly every case he should have lost,
is about to see his client, Justin Friedrich, convicted for a crime he did not commit. His wife was found shot
to death in the bedroom of their yacht in the San Francisco marina, and Friedrich does not have a chance.
But then the real killer approaches Antonelli… Famous and enigmatic, James Michael Redfield, the head of
a high tech company that leads the world in the development of artificial intelligence, Redfield gives
Antonelli evidence that proves Friedrich is innocent. But why did Redfield wait until the last minute to give
Antonelli this proof? Before Antonelli can even begin to solve that riddle, there is another murder, and
Antonelli finds himself an unwilling participant in a conspiracy he does not understand. Antonelli has never
known anyone like James Michael Redfield. Because for Redfield, it isn’t about murder at all; it is all about
the trial. Because only a trial can show the world what Redfield believes it needs to know…no matter how
many people need to die.
D.W. Buffa was born in San Francisco and raised in the Bay Area. After graduation from Michigan State
University, he studied under Leo Strauss, Joseph Cropsey and Hans J. Morgenthau at the University of Chicago
where he earned both an M.A. and a Ph. D. in political science. He received his J.D. degree from Wayne State
University in Detroit. Buffa was a criminal defense attorney for 10 years and his seven Joseph Antonelli novels
reflect that experience. The New York Times called The Defense 'an accomplished first novel' which 'leaves you
wanting to go back to the beginning and read it over again.' The Judgment was nominated for the Edgar Award for
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WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES
Heather Levy

Fiction/Suspense
Publication Date: June 29, 2021
$26.00/33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 336 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-947993-98-3
Rights Available: World English

Incredible praise for WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES
"A spellbinding novel at the nexus of power, desire and abuse that portends a bright future."
―The New York Times

"WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES is a challenging but worthwhile read, a standout for its frank but
sensitive exploration of trauma and desire." ―The Los Angeles Times
“Amazing…like a shot of strong whiskey in a crystal chalice.”
—S.A. Cosby, bestselling author of Blacktop Wasteland and Razorblsde Tears
“A midnight exercise in noir fiction that is carefully executed and fascinating in a reptilian way...
a dark success.” ―Booklist

A riveting, dark debut psychological thriller perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, S.J. Watson,
and Megan Abbott
From an early age, Sam Mayfair knew she was different. Like any young girl, she developed infatuations and
lust―but her desires were always tinged with darkness. Then, when Sam was sixteen, her life was shattered
by an abuser close to her. And she made one shocking decision whose ramifications would reverberate
throughout her life.
Now, fifteen years later, Sam learns that her abuser has been murdered. The death of the man who plagued
her dreams for years should have put an end to the torture she's endured. But when her stepbrother, Eric,
becomes the prime suspect, Sam is flung back into the hell of her rural Oklahoma childhood. As Sam tries to
help exonerate Eric, she must hide terrifying truths of their past from investigators. Yet as details of the
murder unravel, Sam quickly learns that some people, including herself, will do anything to keep their
secrets buried deep. Walking Through Needles is a riveting and unflinching look at violence, sexuality, and
desire from a compelling and unforgettable new voice in Heather Levy.
Heather Levy is a born and bred Oklahoman and graduate of Oklahoma City University's Red Earth MFA program
for creative writing. Her work has appeared in numerous journals, including NAILED Magazine, Crab Fat Magazine,
Prick of the Spindle, and Dragon Poet Review. She authored the nonfiction series on human sexuality, including
“Welcome to the Dungeon: BDSM in the Bible Belt,” for Literati Press. WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES is her
debut novel. She lives in Oklahoma. Follow her at @HeatherLLevy
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THE SHADOW PEOPLE
Joe Clifford
Fiction/Suspense
Publication Date: July 13, 2021
$26.99/$35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-40-2
Rights Available: World, audio

"A brilliantly written novel: dark, mysterious, and gritty, where nothing is as it seems, and jolting twists
abound. Fans of psychological thrillers by Dean Koontz and Stephen King will utterly devour The Shadow
People and demand more from Clifford, fast!"
―Mark Greaney #1 New York Times bestselling author of Relentless and The Gray Man
"Impressive...Clifford does a great job of facilitating engagement with his lead and at tossing in satisfying
twists. Blake Crouch fans should take note." ―Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)
Brandon Cossey is finishing his last semester as an undergrad when he learns his childhood best friend,
Jacob Balfour, has committed suicide. The news about Jacob, who had long battled schizophrenia, does
not come as a surprise—but the bizarre details surrounding his death do. Jacob was found several states
away, in a quarry, burned alive. Brandon returns to his hometown and discovers Jacob had been
moonlighting as an amateur DIY reporter. As sole author and editor of the homemade zine Illuminations,
Jacob has been covering a wide array of conspiracy theories. When Jacob’s estranged grandfather, Francis,
who also suffers from schizophrenia (but chooses to go untreated), arrives for the funeral, he tells Brandon
that Jacob didn’t kill himself; Jacob stumbled upon a secret so deadly he was murdered to keep it quiet.
Soon afterwards, Brandon’s life takes a turn for the strange. He notices odd cars and lookalikes following
him, his personal property is hacked and stolen, and Brandon can no longer trust what he thinks he sees.
As his grasp on reality recedes and falters, Brandon must question whether a sinister gang of
doppelgängers, whom Jacob dubbed “the Shadow People,” are really responsible. Events conspire to put
Brandon on the road with Francis, as the unlikely duo travel across the upper Midwest attempting to learn
the truth about Jacob’s death.
Part conspiracy thriller, part horror noir, The Shadow People mines the rich depths of perception and
paranoia, asking the tough question: when you can’t believe yourself, who can you trust?

Joe Clifford is the acclaimed, multi-award nominated author of The Lakehouse as well as five novels in his
bestselling Jay Porter series, as well as the addiction memoir Junkie Love. He has been nominated for
numerous awards, including the Anthony and Thriller. He lives in the Bay Area with his wife and two sons.
Visit him at www.joeclifford.com and follow him at @joeclifford23.
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AFTER YOU DIED
Dea Poirier

Fiction/Thriller/LGBTQIA+
Publication Date: July 27, 2021
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709419
Rights Available: World, audio
"A gripping psychological thriller with a setting I won't soon forget: a chilling, real-life reform school for boys.
Poirier's vivid writing and the novel's haunted narrator hooked me from the start."
―Cat Winters, author of THE RAVEN'S TALE
"Gripping and atmospheric, immersive and thrilling, a heart-pounding mystery around lost memory and what
happens when past blurs into present."―Wendy Heard , author of SHE'S TOO PRETTY TO BURN
"AFTER YOU DIED is one of the more riveting books I’ve read in ages. Dea Poirer pulls you in from the very first
chapter, and takes you on one hell of a journey. Get this book for the genre-bending, stay for the incredibly gorgeous
writing."―Amina Akhtar, author of #FASHIONVICTIM
Seventeen-year-old bisexual teen boy Asher remembers nothing from the night in 1968 that the police found him
covered in his girlfriend's blood. He knows he’d never hurt anyone, least of all her. But the only person who
believes him is his twin sister. He’s sentenced to five years at the Dozier Reform School. And like Asher’s
memory, Dozier hides violent secrets of its own.
Juvenile boys serving time for everything from truancy to murder are hidden away in the sinister School for Boys.
Those who manage to escape its bounds with broken bones and scars are the lucky ones. Asher's afraid he may
end up like many of the other students buried beneath unmarked graves. Worse, his fellow inmates may become
his next victims.
In hopes of recovering the events from the night of the murder, Asher visits the school's psychiatrist. But when
the memories return, he finds many aren't his own. Thoughts, feelings, and visions from another life, and another
time, slip into his mind. And each new memory brings consequences. First days disappear, then weeks. As the
weeks slip away, students follow. He starts seeing his murdered girlfriend Olivia in the woods around the school.
One morning, after following her ghost into the forest the night before, he wakes up outside covered in blood
with no memory, and fears he's killed someone else. On top of that, he learns that his sister―who had feared she
was being stalked by a boy from their school―has disappeared. Could Asher himself somehow be responsible?
As Asher's possible body count grows, he knows the answers he needs are trapped within his own mind, and in
ghosts from the past. He needs to find out who he is and prove the murders aren't connected to him or risk losing
his sanity and freedom forever.

Dea Poirier is the international bestselling author of The Calderwood Cases series, including NEXT GIRL TO DIE,
and BENEATH THE ASHES. Find her online at dhpoirier.com and on Twitter @deapoirierbooks
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HIDING PLACE
Meghan Holloway
Fiction/Suspense
Publication Date: August 10, 2021
$16.95/$21.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-48-8
Rights Available: World, audio

Praise for the novels of Meghan Holloway
"Absorbing...a good choice for patrons looking for their next book after
Anne Hilllerman's The Tale Teller." ―Booklist on Hunting Ground
“Stirring and skillfully-told and plotted…The characters are full and rich, their emotions are raw and honest,
and throughout the suspenseful tale they come to know the healing powers of love and place.”
―Mark Sullivan, #1 bestselling author of Beneath a Scarlet Sky on Once More Unto the Breach
"With a taut plotline and lyrical prose, Meghan Holloway weaves history and suspense into a searing and
visceral tale of unyielding love and epic valor against one of the darkest moments of human history.
Once More Unto The Breach is impactful and impressive!"
―Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling Author of The Lost Girls of Paris
Hector Lewis is obsessed with uncovering the truth of what happened to his wife and daughter fifteen years
ago. The man he believed responsible for their disappearance is dead, and the trail has once again grown
cold. Until he finds a long-hidden message from the past. Unraveling the clues his wife left behind leads
Hector deep into the wild borderlands of Yellowstone National Park and into the dark labyrinth of his own
obsession with finding his missing girls. Faye Anders is in hiding.
The remote town of Raven’s Gap, Montana, has been the perfect refuge. Until her young son goes missing
on a school field trip. Desperation forces her to make a choice that will shatter the illusion of safety she has
carefully built and bring the powerful man she fled five years ago straight to her doorstep. Hector is a man
chasing answers. Faye is a woman willing to do whatever it takes to keep her son safe. Caught in the
crosshairs of a man who is determined to silence them both, they discover some men will kill to keep their
secrets buried. But when the past comes knocking, there is no place to hide.
Meghan Holloway is the author of HIDING PLACE, HUNTING GROUND, and ONCE MORE UNTO
THE BREACH, all available from Polis Books. She lives in the foothills of the Appalachians with her
standard poodle and spends her days as a scientist with the requisite glasses but minus the lab coat. Follow
her at @AMeghanHolloway.
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THE KILLING LOOK
J.D. Rhoades
Fiction/Thriller
Publication Date: August 24, 2021
$26.99/$35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 336 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-951709-49-5
Rights Available: World, audio

“A cracking page-turner you won’t be able to put down.”
–Tasha Alexander, New York Times bestselling author ofThe Dark Heart of Florence
“I inhaled this book! It's a wild ride through a fascinating place and time.”
–Alexandra Sokoloff, bestselling author of The Huntress series
“(An) assured thriller...Rhoades does a good job illuminating the racial and ethnic tensions of
the period. With any luck, this is the start of a series. ―Publishers Weekly

Civil War veteran L.D. Cade arrives in 1870s San Francisco, seeking his fortune and a place
to end his restless wandering. A job as bodyguard to a flashy real estate speculator seems like
just the opportunity he’s been looking for. But beneath the glitter and glamour of Gilded
Age San Francisco lie festering greed, corruption, and intolerance.
It’s a dangerous place for an honest man, even one who’s as good with a gun as Cade. As he
makes his way between the decadent chaos of the notorious Barbary Coast, the luxurious
mansions of Russian Hill, and the secretive societies of Chinatown, Cade will face vicious
and sadistic enemies, find allies in unexpected places, and encounter a pair of enigmatic
women who will change his life forever.

Born and raised in North Carolina, J.D. Rhoades has worked as a radio news reporter, club DJ, television
cameraman, ad salesman, waiter, attorney, and newspaper columnist. His weekly column in North Carolina’s
The Pilot was twice named best column of the year in its division. He is the author of six novels in his
acclaimed Jack Keller series: The Devil’s Right Hand, Good Day in Hell, Safe and Sound, Devils and Dust,
Hellhound on My Trail, and Won’t Back Down, as well as Ice Chest, Breaking Cover, and Broken Shield.
He lives, writes, and practices law in Carthage, NC.
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THE NINJA BETRAYED
Tori Eldridge

Fiction/Thriller
Publication Date: September 14, 2021
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-09-9
Rights Available: World, audio
“Lily Wong is my kind of kick ass heroine. Love this series. Fast-paced and adrenalinepacked!" ―Lisa Gardner, #1 Bestselling Author of BEFORE SHE DISAPPEARED
PRAISE FOR THE LILY WONG SERIES
“One of the Best Books of 2020” —Carole Barrowman, The Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel
"Eldridge has written a swift, slick PI novel that takes on sex trafficking and social injustice with the sharpness of a, well,
Ninja's blade."—The Minneapolis Star-Tribune
“Eldridge does a terrific job…her need to stand up for and to protect the vulnerable should be a rallying cry. This series
continues to impress.” —Library Journal (Starred Review)
“Lily Wong is gutsy, smart, and irresistible—just like THE NINJA’S BLADE. Grab it!”
—Meg Gardiner, Edgar Award-winning author of THE DARK CORNERS OF THE NIGHT
“The indomitable Lily keeps all these balls in the air, resulting in an exciting mystery that takes a sobering look at the sexual
exploitation of youth in Los Angeles. Readers will eagerly await Lily’s next outing.” —Publishers Weekly

Things get personal for Chinese-Norwegian modern-day ninja Lily Wong in Hong Kong when she dives into the
dangerous world of triads, romance, and corporate disaster during the height of the pro-democracy protests.
Lily’s mother has been summoned by her grandfather to attend an emergency board meeting, and Lily is happy
to take her father’s place for exotic travel, family reunions, and romantic dates with her new boyfriend, Daniel
Kwok, who's there for business. Lily and her mother stay at her grandparents' hillside home on Hong Kong
Island, but tension between Gung-Gung and Ma makes it hard to enjoy the beautiful surroundings, especially
with the city in turmoil. Gung-Gung won’t say anything about the meeting and Ma is worried that her career is in
jeopardy. Meanwhile, the teenage daughter of Gung-Gung's driver is pulled into dangerous riots. As Lily and Ma
discover shaky finances, questionable loans, and plans for the future involving them both, Lily's escalating
romance with Daniel puts her heart at risk. Will her ninja skills allow her to protect her mother, the family
business, and the renegade teen while navigating love, corporate intrigue, and murderous triads?
Tori Eldridge is the author of the Anthony, Lefty and Macavity-nominated Lily Wong thrillers, THE NINJA DAUGHTER,
named one of the Best Mystery Books of the Year by The South Florida Sun Sentinel, and THE NINJA’S BLADE, named one of
the Best Books of 2020 by The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. Tori is a Hawaiian-Chinese-Norwegian modern-day ninja who was
born and raised in Hawaii. She holds a fifth-degree black belt in To Shin Do Ninjutsu and has traveled the USA teaching
seminars on the ninja arts, weapons, and women's self-protection. Find her at www.torieldridge.com and at @ToriEldridge.
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ALL THESE ASHES
James Queally

Publication Date: September 28, 2021
$26.99 / $35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-50-1
Rights Available: World

Outstanding praise for LINE OF SIGHT
“LINE OF SIGHT signals the start of a great career. Veteran journalist James Queally brings all his insider
knowledge of the intersections of crime and police and politics and media in a story that never stands still
for a single page. An amazing first novel.” ―Michael Connelly
“A knockout debut. Smart, gritty and as timely as tomorrow's front page.”
―Riley Sager, New York Times bestselling author of SURVIVE THE NIGHT
“(An) impressive debut ...This scalding exposé of human failures, in which friendships go tragically sour, powerfully
updates Raymond Chandler’s mean streets. Queally is definitely a writer to watch.”
―Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)
“The use-of-force theme is sadly contemporary, and Queally knows all the players and their world: cops, lawyers,
guns, and the drug trade. An excellent debut from a strong new voice in crime fiction.” ―Booklist (Starred Review)
Russell Avery needs a story to tell. The laid off reporter turned private investigator is almost out of clients after he stood up
against the Newark police officers whose problems he used to fix for a paycheck, exposing a scandal that left him on the
wrong side of one of those thin blue lines. Desperate for work, Russell is as elated as he is skeptical when a detective shows
up on his doorstep, asking him to look into one of the Brick City's most haunting mysteries: The Twilight Four killings.
The detective tells Russell a story almost too good to be true, but maybe good enough to save his otherwise doomed
journalism career if it is true. Supposedly, the wrong man was convicted in the brutal arson-murders that claimed four
teenagers' lives, and if Russell finds the right one, he'll have the inside track on the kind of story that most reporters stake
their careers on.
But things worth knowing don't make themselves easy to find. As Russell starts untangling the complications of a decadesold murder that never even had a crime scene to start from, he runs into opposition from City Hall and finds himself drug
into the middle of a contentious Mayoral race that could impact Newark for generations to come, all while trying to stay
one step ahead of the real Twilight Four killer, who wouldn't mind reducing Russell to ash.
In the sequel to the critically acclaimed LINE OF SIGHT, Russell Avery must once again to try to figure out the definition
of justice in a city where that term rarely applies to those who live below the poverty line.
James Queally is an award-winning crime reporter for the Los Angeles Times and the author of the acclaimed debut novel
LINE OF SIGHT. Throughout his career, Queally has covered hundreds of homicides, as well as national use-of-force
controversies and the Black Lives Matter Movement. His short stories have appeared in Thuglit, Crime Syndicate Magazine,
Shotgun Honey and more. Follow him at @JamesQueallyLAT.
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HOLD ME DOWN
Clea Simon

Fiction/Suspense
Publication Date: October 5, 2021
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-51-8
Rights Available: World, audio

“Lyrical, layered, and full of surprises. Simon has penned a raw and emotional thriller with a heartbeat, about lost
dreams and missing friends, regrets and buried memories, the final note reminding us that it’s never too late to start
again. Provocative, moving, and suspenseful.”
–Lisa Unger, New York Times bestselling author of Last Girl Ghosted
“Gripping and intense, a darkly suspenseful dive into friendship, fame, murder, and the thrilling power of rock music.
I couldn’t put it down.” —Meg Gardiner, author of the UNSUB series
"This devastatingly powerful mystery hits like a punch to the heart."
―Caroline Leavitt, author of Pictures of You

A riveting work of dark suspense from acclaimed author Clea Simon. Gal, a rock star for a hot minute
twenty years ago, is back in Boston to play a memorial for her late drummer/best friend when she finds
herself freezing on stage at the sight of a face in the crowd. The next day, the middle-aged musician learns
that the man she saw has been killed – beaten to death behind the venue – and her friend’s widower charged
in connection with his death. When the friend refuses to defend himself, Gal wonders why and, as the
memories begin to flood back, she starts her own informal investigation. As she does so, she must reexamine
her own wild life, her perception of the past, and an industry that monetizes dysfunction in a dark tale of
love, music, and murder.
HOLD ME DOWN is a standalone novel of suspense, set in the basement clubs and dark back rooms
behind the stage lights of rock and roll stardom. Like 2017’s Massachusetts Book Awards “must read”
World Enough, HOLD ME DOWN deals with love in all its forms, community, and rock and roll from a
strong, if damaged female perspective.
Before turning to a life of crime (fiction), Clea Simon was a journalist. Starting as a rock critic, she ended up writing about books
and other arts. She is the author of three nonfiction books and 28 mysteries and lives with her husband and their cat, Thisbe, in
Somerville, Massachusetts. She is the author of the Witch Cats of Cambridge mysteries from Polis Books: A Spell of Murder, An
Incantation of Cats, and A Cat on the Case. You can find her online at @Clea_Simon or www.CleaSimon.com.
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REPENTANCE
Eloísa Díaz

Fiction/Police Procedural
Publication Date: October 19, 2021
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-46-4
Rights Available: North America, audio
“This is an astonishingly assured first novel, written in English by a Spanish lawyer, that is both
funny and moving.”—The Times Crime Club
"Repentance is her debut novel, and it’s a beauty."—CrimeFictionLover, 5 Star Review
"An accomplished, inventive detective novel thrumming with tension, family secrets,
and the trauma of a violent military dictatorship….both a riveting noir and a moving exploration of
one man’s search to repair the past." —Sanaë Lemoine, author of THE MARGOT AFFAIR

Alternating between two key moments in the life of a man and his country, REPENTANCE
is the story of a man on a quest to solve a case that offers both a painful reminder of all he
has lost and a last chance at redemption.
BUENOS AIRES, 1981
Argentina is in the grip of a brutal military dictatorship. Inspector Joaquín Alzada’s work in
the Buenos Aires police force exposes him to the many realities of life under a repressive
regime: desperate people, terrified people and – worst of all – missing people. Personally, he
prefers to stay out of politics, enjoying a simple life with his wife Paula. But when his
revolutionary brother Jorge is disappeared, Alzada will stop at nothing to rescue him.
TWENTY YEARS LATER...
The country is in the midst of yet another devastating economic crisis and riots are building in
the streets of Buenos Aires. This time Alzada is determined to keep his head down and wait
patiently for his retirement. But when a dead body is found behind the morgue and a woman
from one of the city’s wealthiest families goes missing, Alzada is forced to confront his own
involvement in one of the darkest periods in Argentinian history – a time of collective horror
and personal tragedy.
Eloísa Díaz is a writer and lawyer, born in Spain she also holds Argentinian citizenship. She completed her MFA
in Creative Writing from Columbia University in 2013, and also holds a degree in European Union Law and
Economic Policy from the Sorbonne. REPENTENCE is her debut novel. Find her on Twitter @eloisaescribe
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ARYA WINTERS AND THE TIRAMISU OF DEATH
Amita Murray
Fiction/Traditional
Publication Date: October 26, 2021
$16.99 / $22.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 288 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-47-1
Rights Available: World

Arya Winters is your typical cozy heroine. She lives in a cottage in a small English village, and
bakes for a living—well, she specializes in macabre desserts. She has the standard nosy
neighbors, who she avoids ruthlessly due to her social anxiety. And, oh, she also has a mild
case of Tourette's.
When her neighbor Tobias Yards turns up dead, no one seems to connect it to Arya's Auntie
Meera's recent death, so takes matters into her own hands. All she has to do to uncover the
truth is to get over her aversion to Other People. Besides that, it's just a matter of getting
beyond some yellow tape, dodging her former BFF Tallulah from secondary school, and
getting into her new neighbor, writer Branwell Beam's, pants—he seems strangely reluctant.
What Arya doesn't realize is that the murderer is dangerous, preying on lonely people who've
experienced trauma, and that she might have to do all she can not to become the next victim.

Amita Murray is a writer based in London, by way of Delhi and California. Her first novel, THE TROUBLE
WITH ROSE, came out from Harper Collins in 2019, and her short fiction has won the SI Leeds Literary Prize, and
has appeared in Wasafiri, SAND Berlin, the Berkeley Fiction Review and others. She’s held writerly residencies
with Leverhulme/University College London and Plymouth University/Literature Works, and has taught
advanced fiction at the University of East Anglia and CityLit London.
Find her online @AmitaMurray and www.amitamurray.com.
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DECEPTIVE JUSTICE
Andrea J. Johnson

Fiction/Mystery
Publication Date: November 16, 2021
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN: 1- 978-1-951709-57-0
Contact: cosman@polisbooks.com
PRAISE FOR POETIC JUSTICE
"Readers will cheer the plucky Victoria every step of the way to the shocking ending. Hopefully she’ll be
back soon for another adventure." ―Publishers Weekly
"An exciting debut for a new voice in mystery!"
―Victoria Thompson, USA Today bestselling author of MURDER ON WALL STREET
"Johnson does a masterful job developing a clever sleuth with character and depth and a plot twist that will
keep you guessing until the very end."
―V.M. Burns, author of the Agatha-nominated Mystery Bookshop Mysteries
"Victoria Justice is a heroine to root for as she digs into a shocking crime from a unique point-of-view."
―Jess Montgomery, author of the Kinship Mystery series
When court stenographer Victoria Justice discovers a Fed Ex mailer on her desk containing a bomb threat, she
doesn’t think twice about reporting the matter to her supervisor Candace Fontaine. After all, the Bickerton
Superior Courthouse is no stranger to all manner of crimes. However, a threatening phone call minutes later and
a mysterious package found in the lobby leads to a building evacuation that has everyone pointing fingers, that is,
until a car explodes in the parking lot, killing a visiting judge. Authorities search the area for clues and find a
similar apparatus under Victoria’s vehicle, leading her to believe that what started as a random threat may be her
death sentence. With no leads but a manuscript of the call and a faint audio recording of the caller’s scrambled
voice, Victoria asks former State Trooper Ashton North for protection and local newsman Mike Slocum to help
her catch the culprit. But can the two men refrain from killing each other long enough to keep Victoria alive and
capture the murderer?

Andrea J. Johnson is a freelance entertainment writer for the women’s lifestyle website Popsugar, her debut novel
Poetic Justice released in 2020. In addition to being a writer, Andrea is a certified shorthand reporter for the State
of California and a member of the National Court Reporters Association. She currently resides on the Delmarva
Peninsula near the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays, which is the backdrop for her new series. Find her online at
www.ajthenovelist.com and on Twitter @ajthenovelist
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A DIRE ISLE
RV Raman

Fiction/Traditional Mystery
Publication Date: December 07, 2021
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-52-5
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World, excl. UK
PRAISE FOR A WILL TO KILL
“A modern-day take on the classic locked-room murder mystery, transported to a
remote mansion high in the hills of southern India."

—Sarah Lyall, The New York Times Book Review

“Reminiscent of Agatha Christie mysteries, this first in the Harith Athreya series is a sure hit for readers who
love a taste of foreign intrigue and a solid whodunit.”—Library Journal
“A deftly executed country house mystery... Raman weaves in a believable and well-thought-out plot that
stays faithful to the mood of a country house murder. The ghost-ridden misty landscape of the Nilgiris is an
ideal setting for a cozy winter afternoon read."—Open, The Magazine
An archaeological expedition is excavating in the heart of Bundelkhand, a place rich in history and legend. The location is on
the banks of the Betwa River near Jhansi. The abrasive lady who runs the expedition (Mrs. Markaan) is disliked by every
member of her team. When Mrs. Markaan defies the myth of Naaz Tapu, the fallout is swift and deadly. Investigating her
disappearance, Harith Athreya, an investigator with a vivid imagination, finds her body on the island. Her skull has been
crushed by a large mace-like weapon and her body bears deep fang and claw wounds, presumably inflicted by a huge dog.
The doctor’s opinion corroborates the initial impression. Athreya discovers that Mrs. Markaan had been secretly excavating at
Naaz Tapu, and had taken away an old bracelet from the isle.
Before Mrs. Markaan’s disappearance, Athreya had been hearing about a spate of thefts from museums and archaeological
missions across the country. Precious antiques have been disappearing for over two years, and the thieves have been getting
away every time. As Athreya begins investigating along with Inspector Bhupinder, he reaps a rich harvest of evidence and
motives – anonymous letters that accuse Mrs. Markaan, financial misappropriation at the expedition, Mrs Markaan’s habit of
stealing her juniors’ work and publishing it as her own, as well as suspicious activities by the people involved in the
expedition.
As he begins to piece together the riddle, Athreya discovers that few of the archaeologists are what they seem to be. Athreya
begins his dramatic dénouement by unmasking some of the archaeologists and bringing to light the multiple smaller crimes at
play. And when he finally confronts the killer with the evidence gathered during the trap, he has to be fully prepared for a
violent retaliation. Coming to his aid, very aptly, is a huge, ferocious Great Dane.

After a corporate career spanning three decades and four continents, RV Raman has moved away from full time
roles to pursue his interest in teaching and writing. He now teaches business strategy at an IIM, mentor young
entrepreneurs, advise select clients and write. In an earlier avatar, he led KPMG’s Consulting Practice, and was a
partner with A.T. Kearney and Arthur Andersen. He writes crime fiction set in India. The first four books are
about white-collar crime and murder in corporate India. The fifth is a domestic whodunit. www.rvraman.com
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THE HITMAN’S DAUGHTER
Carolyne Topdjian

Fiction/Suspense/Gothic
Publication Date: January 11, 2022
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-58-7
$26.00 / $33.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World English, audio

A captivating debut that’s part thriller, part domestic suspense, part gothic
horror, all of wåhich introduces a brilliant new voice in Carolyn Topdjian.
The Château was once the destination for the rich and famous to play, drink and ski―complete with a
private railway to shuttle those desiring extra privacy―now, however, the guests are few and far between.
The New Year’s Eve party was supposed to hoist the rundown hotel back to its former status, until a massive
blizzard hits, trapping the guests who’ve come to celebrate the grand hotel’s last hurrah. The circumstances
might even be romantic, if the hotel wasn't reputed to be haunted. When hotel employee Mave Michael
finds the resident artist dead, and shortly thereafter hotel security finds Mave alone with the body, the
reputation that Mave has fought long and hard to outrun comes back to haunt her.
You see, her father is a notorious hitman who has spent over the last decade in prison. She has changed her
name and location dozens of times, but he somehow manages to track her down―sending her a postcard
every year on her birthday―January 1st. She’s the perfect choice to frame for murder, and now the number
one suspect. Mave can no longer deny the lessons in survival her father taught her, or her strange ability to
“find” lost objects. The more Mave learns about the history of the hotel and its strange inhabitants, the more
she vows to stop running from her past, and the more the secrets of the hotel refuse to stay buried.

Carolyne Topdjian is a suspense writer with publications in PRISM International, Dreamers Magazine and
Firewords Quarterly. She has an interdisciplinary PHD from York University and is a professor in the Faculty
of Media and Creative Arts at Humber College in Toronto. She is a two-time Pitch Wars mentor and lives in
a 112-year-old haunted house. This is her first novel. Find her online at: carolynetopdjian.com and on
Twitter at @TopdjianC
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THE RED CANOE
Wayne Johnson

Fiction/Suspense/Multicultural
Publication Date: January 11, 2022
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-72-3
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 336 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World, audio

From Pultizer Prize-nominee Wayne Johnson comes an unforgettable story
about two people who come together to right the wrongs of the past.
Buck, government name Michael Fineday, Ojibwe name Miskwa’ doden (Red Deer) has just been served
divorce papers by his wife Naomi, who is fed up with his savior complex and the danger it often attracts to
their door, and is on the brink of suicide. Living on the border of Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux
Community reservation―thus back on the edge of his origins―Buck makes a good living as a boatbuilder
and carpenter. He spends his days alone, trying to win the trust of a feral cat…until a semi-feral girl shows
up, attracted by the canoe Buck’s building.
Lucy, Ojibwe name Gabe’ bineh,”(Everlasting Bird), lives in a trailer alone with her father, a local policeman
struggling with PSTD from the Iraq war, compounded by the loss of Lucy’s mother. She's also mostly alone.
Just barely fifteen, since her mother's death she’s been systematically molested and raped by her father's
colleagues on the force without his knowledge. Threatened that if she ever spoke out, her father would bear
the consequences.
Buck senses Lucy is in trouble, and doesn't hesitate to plunge into it head-first as usual. On the foundation
of their shared Ojibwe heritage, together they build more than a canoe, but a friendship, and together trace
Lucy’s abuse to a ring that extends farther than either of them ever imagined.

Wayne Johnson is the multiple Pulitzer Prize-nominated author of the acclaimed Paul Two Persons
Mysteries DON'T THINK TWICE and SIX CROOKED HIGHWAYS, a thriller, THE DEVIL YOU
KNOW, and many other works of fiction and nonfiction. Of mixed Native and European descent, he grew
up in southern Minneapolis, and in the north lakes region of Minnesota on the White Earth and Red Lake
Reservations. He currently resides in Salt Lake City. Find him online at waynejohnsonauthor.com
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THE 86th VILLAGE
Sena Desai Gopal

Fiction/Suspense
Publication Date: March 8, 2022
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-74-7
$16.95 / $22.99 CAN • Trade Paperback • 336 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World, audio

Cover tk

Throughout Southern India, eighty-six villages are set to completely submerge due to a
government-sanctioned dam across the Krishna river. Nilgi, one such village on the banks
of the mighty River Krishna, has so far escaped unscathed from the illegal iron-ore
mining and floods that have ravaged the rest of the district for decades. The village
believes itself to be indestructible and incorruptible despite residents warn of impending
doom. With whole mountains disappearing from the mining around Nilgi over time, the
threat of a big flood submerging the entire village is imminent.
One night, Reshma, a young orphan girl appears in the village, alone and without any
possessions. The villagers, not knowing what else to do, take her to Raj Nayak—the
patriarch of the leading family in the village who has been organizing and leading antidam movements. For several years he’s been lobbying the corrupt government for fair
compensation to be paid to the people who will lose their livelihoods and property to the
mines and the flood. But Reshma’s presence, and the mystery of her origins, sets off a
chain of events threatening the protests, the family, and Nilgi itself. Soon, secrets and
corruption flood the village along with the waters.
In this poignant and beautiful debut, the reader discovers the damage—both to people and
the environment— wrought by human hubris and greed, and asks whether it is ever too
late to right a wrong?
Sena Desai Gopal is a journalist specializing in science and medicine, food, and travel. She was born and
raised in India and now lives in Boston with her husband and two children. Her work has been published in
The Boston Globe, The Atlantic, Modern Farmer, and The Times of India, among others. She holds
master’s degrees in Environmental Science from India, Tropical Agricultural and Environmental Science
from England, and Science and Medical Journalism from the United States. THE 86th VILLAGE is her
debut novel. Find her online at www.senadesaigopal.com and on Twitter @senadesaigopal.
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Jake Hinkson
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Publication Date: March 22, 2022
ISBN: 1-978-1951709-75-4
$26.99 / $35.99 CAN • Hardcover • 320 pages • 5.5 x 8.5
Rights: World (excl. UK, France, Germany), audio
Cover tk

Praise for the novels of Jake Hinkson
“Set in rural Arkansas, this unapologetically bleak noir explores the effects of existential and
spiritual despair in an economically depressed town where the influence of religious
fundamentalism is stifling. Powered by raw emotional intensity and a disturbingly realistic
portrayal of small-town America, this story is unforgettable.”
―Publishers Weekly (starred review) on DRY COUNTRY
"One of the rare novels that actually deserves the over-used comparison to Jim Thompson."
―Los Angeles Review of Books on HELL ON CHURCH STREET

The new novel from acclaimed, award-winning author Jake Hinkson, about Lily, a
preacher's daughter whose fiancé has gone missing. But when she embarks on a deadly search
to find him, she uncovers a plot far more sinister than anything she or her church
community imagined.

Jake Hinkson received an MFA in Creative Writing from UNC-Wilmington. His novel Hell on Church
Street was awarded the French Prix Mystère de la Critique in 2016, and No Tomorrow was awarded the
Grand Prix des Littératures Policières in 2018. He now lives in Chicago, where he teaches creative writing at
the Chicago Academy for the Arts.
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